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AGENDA

• Roadside design analysis via simulation.
• Reducing barrier friction to prevent rollovers.



ROADSIDE DESIGN ANALYSIS VIA 
SIMULATION

© 2010 TTI.
Number of fatal crashes and fatalities involving vehicles striking ditches as the FHE 
using, 1994 to 2009 FARS data.

Problem – Slope 
and curvature, 
via Surrogate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early research has identified slope crashes and curvature, as major issues.  While the data improves in resolution, modelling is needed to fill the void between detailed crash environment information and the high-level scoping data available through the Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS).  In this case, first event ditch crashes, serve as a data surrogate, warranting research conducted, starting in the 1980s.



ROADSIDE DESIGN ANALYSIS VIA 
SIMULATION

Analysis – Earlier
• Glennon

– Compared crashes on rural two-lane highway curved and straight 
segments.

– Analyzed data and simulated encroachment.
– Developed equation for maximum recommended roadside foreslope for 

different degrees of roadway curvature.
• George Washington University Crash Analysis Center

– Identified dangers of rollovers on curves.
– Noted first event rollover crashes, nearing extinction.
– Confirmed subsequent event rollover crashes:

• More chaotic.
• Less replicable.

– Updated Glennon context, using modern vehicles and more data points. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ESC has addressed many first event rollover crashes.Continuing VoidsLittle guidance on overturns and sideslopes in Roadside Design guide.NCHRP Project 17-11 suggested that some roadside slope conditions that have for many years been considered traversable for passenger cars may not be traversable for light trucks (i.e., pickup trucks, SUVs, vans).



ROADSIDE DESIGN ANALYSIS VIA 
SIMULATION

Analysis - Current 
• TTI Research

– Goal:  identify relationships  and guidelines that relate different 
roadway and roadside design variables to rollover risk.

– Assess Glennon Matrix:
• Developed in 1980s.
• Based on a few vehicle dynamics simulations.

• Possible Future Research
– Extend multirigid-body, vehicle dynamics simulation.
– Add model contact interactions between the vehicle body, and 

the ground. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research has moved beyond this matrix/flawed foundation owing to limited technology,, few data points.



ROADSIDE DESIGN ANALYSIS VIA 
SIMULATION

© 2012 Mechanical Simulation Corporation.

Figure 1. Illustration. Double-lane change with and without Electronic Stability 
Control (ESC).

Analysis – Beyond Glennon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In contrast to the 1980s, mproving data provide better resolution for model inputs.  Crash testing provides context to model creation, as well as assessment of ouputs.



REDUCING BARRIER FRICTION TO 
PREVENT ROLLOVERS

Small Business Innovation Research Study
Objective: to develop a low-cost, environmentally friendly 
low friction coating that may be sprayed or painted on 
concrete barriers to reduce vehicle rollover potential.

Source: FHWA

Figure 2. Uncoated F-Shape Barrier.
Source: FHWA

Figure 3. Coated F-Shape Barrier.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A study was conducted through our Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) program to develop a low-cost, environmentally friendly low friction coating that may be sprayed or painted on concrete barriers to reduce vehicle rollover potential.  The study utilized simulation, small scale testing, and full scale crash testing to develop and optimize the coating.



REDUCING BARRIER FRICTION TO 
PREVENT ROLLOVERS

Photo sequence of FOIL Test #14005, uncoated 
F-shape barrier, 15 degrees, 100 kph

Images Source: FHWA

Figure 4. FOIL crash test #14005 photo sequence.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The video from a Federal Outdoor Impact Lab (FOIL) crash test involving a (year) Geo Metro, impacting a concrete barrier at an angle of 15 degree and a speed of 100kph shows how the design is susceptible to vehicle rollover



REDUCING BARRIER FRICTION TO 
PREVENT ROLLOVERS

Images Source: FHWA

Figure 5. FOIL crash test #14006 photo sequence.

Photo sequence of FOIL Test #14006, coated F-
shape barrier, 15 degrees, 100 kph

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The video from a FOIL crash test involving a (year) Geo Metro, impacting the coated barrier at an angle of 15 degree and a speed of 100kph shows how the design is effective at preventing rollovers



REDUCING BARRIER FRICTION TO 
PREVENT ROLLOVERS

Images Source: FHWA

Figure 6. FOIL crash test #16009 photo sequence.

Photo sequence of FOIL Test #16019, coated F-
shape barrier
er, 25 degrees, 100 kph

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The video from a FOIL crash test involving a (year) Kia Rio, impacting the coated barrier at an angle of 25 degree and a speed of 100kph shows the design failure due to the vehicle rollover.



REDUCING BARRIER FRICTION TO 
PREVENT ROLLOVERS

Unforeseen Issues:
• Coating reduced friction to the point that vehicle 

launched at a much higher speed and height than 
expected.

• The added deflection speed and height eventually 
caused the vehicle to roll.

Next Steps:
• Simulation of coating only applied to bottom section of 

barriers.
• Crash testing according to Manual for Assessing Safety 

Hardware (MASH) to validate results.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The frictionless coating proved to help the vehicle not climb the face of the barrier as predicted, but there were some unforeseen issues that arose from that.  The friction between the barrier and vehicle body which was causing the impact speed to drop was now missing, which causes the vehicle to deflect off the barrier at a greater speed than if it was uncoated.  This extra speed eventually caused the vehicle to roll.  For the next steps of this study we will look to only coat the bottom of the barrier so that the vehicle wheels cannot climb the barrier, but there is still friction on the top side to both slow down the impact as well as aid in keeping the vehicle grounded.  After simulations are performed to determine the height at which the coating should be applied a series of full scale tests will be conducted too ensure that it meets the criteria spelled out in the Manual for Assessing Safety Hardware (MASH).



QUESTIONS/CONTACT

Eduardo Arispe
eduardo.arispe@dot.gov
202-493-3291

mailto:eduardo.arispe@dot.gov
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